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1. Introduction 

In a previous paper [2] I we have developed the 
general theory of stationary disclinations in a linearly 
elastic , infinitely extended, homogeneous , anisotropic 
body. In the present paper we wish to specialize some 
of those results to the case of an isotropic material. 

The purpose for this is three-fold. Firs t , for many 
special applications of the general theory, the isotropic 
calculations can be carried through analytically; 
therefore it is convenient to have the isotropic 
formulas. Second, it will be easier to co mpare the 
present results with those in the general lietature; 
many of the latter have been derived inde pe ndently 
with isotropy assumed a priori. Third, when the rela
tion between isotropic and anisotropic theory is clearly 
revealed , it is often possible to adapt isotropic tech
niques to anisotropic proble ms; this has often been 

I Figures in brac ke ts indicate the literature references at th e end of tltis paper. 

successful, and the literature on isotropy is vastly 
greater than that on anisotropy. 

The general approach in this paper is to develop the 
isotropic theory ab initio and show its correspondence 
to the anisotropic results at many convenient and illus
trative points. 

In, section 2 we give the isotropic forms of certain 
key relations, i.e. , the elastic constants, Green's te nsor , 
and the incompatibility so urce te nsor. 

In section 3 we review incompatible elasticity theory 
without specifying the nature of the defects. We first 
solve the plastic s train problem which gives the integral 
expression for the total displacement, which is useful 
for all the rest of defect theory. We illustrate the result 
by Eshelby's simplest model of a point defect. Second, 
we solve the inco mpatibility problem, which gives the 
s tate quantity of elastic strain as an integral over the 
incom patibility te nsor. 
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In section 4 we review classical dislocation theory. 
In section 5 we develop the theory of a continuous 

distribution of defects. Integral expressions are derived 
for the basic elastic fields (i.e., strain and bend·twist) 
and the stress. The expressions for these state quanti· 
ties are given in terms of the defect densities, i.e., the 
dislocation and disclination densities. 

In section 6 we specialize to the discrete defect line. 
We give the total displacement as a surface integral, 
and the basic elastic fields and stress as line integrals. 

In this paper we shall freely refer to the results of 
two previous papers [1, 2], which will be denoted as I 
and II. 

2. Isotropy 

For an isotropic material the elastic constants Cijkl 
reduce to only two independe nt constants. In terms 
of the modulus of rigidity G and Poisson's ratio v 
we can express them as follows [3]: 

where Oij is the Kronecker delta, and the symbol (ij) 
indicates that the quantity in parentheses is sym
metrized with respect to i and j. We have used Carte
sian coordinates for simplicity. 

For isotropy it is also possible to give the explicit 
expression of Green's tensor, as follows [3]: 

where r is the radius vector, and the comma indicates 
differentiation. The combination CijklGjn ,i occurs 
extensively throughout II. From (2.1-2) we find that 
it reduces to 

CijkIGjn,i(r) = 8~ (olnr ,kqq+(jknr,lqq 

1 v ) --1-- r,kln+-1-- Oklr,nqq -v -v . (2.3) 

Another quantity that occurs in II is the incompati
bility source tensor, defined by (114.25)2 

Imnpq(r) = 4~ f €pmk EqSI Cijkl Gjn ,i·s·(r') R - l dV'(mnJ, 

(2.4) 

where Epmk is the permutation symbol and R is the 
magnitude of the vector R = r - r'. From (2.3) this 
reduces for isotropy to 

Imnpq(r) = 32~2 f €pmk €qSI( (jln r',i'i'k 's' 

+ I~V (jklr',i'i.n. s. )R - 1dV'(mn), (2.5) 

' The symbol (114.25) is eq (4.25) in ref. (2). 

where we have used the anti symmetry or skewsym
metry of €qsl. From-the -integral 

f r',i'i' R - I dV' =2 f (r'R) - I dV' =-41Tr (2.6) 

this reduces by partial integration to 

Imn pq(r)=--SI EPmkEqSlf-.fjlnr,kS+-l V Oklr,ns) . 1T \ -v (mn) 

(2.7) 
Finally by (114.26) this reduces to 

Imnpq(r) =-8~ [om~npr'kk -Omn Opq r,kk+ Omn r ,pq 

-Onpr,mq+ 1~ (opqr ,mn -Omqr.np)] . (2.S) 
v (m~ 

The specializations of this section will reduce all the 
results of II to isotropy, as we shall see. Throughout 
the paper repeated indices are summed according to 
the Einstein summation convention. This convention 
also applies between primed and unprimed indices, 
as in (2.4). 

3. Review of Incompatible Theory 

In this section we shall give the formal solution of 
two problems, which can be posed without specifying 
the nature of the defects involved, i.e., the plastic 
strain problem and the incompatibility problem. 

3.1. The Plastic Strain Problem 

Given an infinitely extended homogeneous isotropic 
body with the plastic strain ef.. given as a prescribed 

1) 

function of space. We seek to find the resulting dis
placement uf throughout the body. 

We solve this problem by a method similar to that of 
section 112.3 The equilibrium equation for the stress 
aij is (112.1) 

aij,i = O. (3.1) 

For the isotropic case Hooke's law (112.2) reduces by 
(2.1) to 

(3.2) 

where we have written e for dilatation, or trace of the 
elastic strain eij, i.e., e = eii. The total strain is defined 
in terms of the total displacement (112.4) and consists 
of an elastic and a plastic part (112.5) 

eT = uT - e ·· + eP 
ij - (j,i) - 1) iF (3.3) 

The above relations (3.1-3) are conveniently combined 
into the expression (c.f. 112.6) 

:I Section 112 is Section 2 in ref. [2] . 
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l' + __ 1_ l' -2 /' ~ I ' 
U . .. u . .. - e .. . + e i (3.4) 

1,)) I - 2v ),1) I),) 1 - 2v " 

This is the set of partial differential equations we have 
to solve for uT when e:. is given. The most straight· 

I, I) 

forward method of attack is to reduce (3.4) to a bihar· 
monic equation. First we take the derivative of (3.4) 
with respect to Xi to obtain 

~T-P 1/ I' u .... -e .... +---e. (35) 1 - 2v 1,1)) ,),,} 1 - 21/ ,11 • 

Next, we take the Laplacian operator of (3 .4) and find 

l' + __ 1_ l' -2 I' ~ P 
Ui,jjkk 1 _ 2v Uj ,ijkk - ei} ,jkk + 1 _ 2v e ,ijj' (3.6) 

Combining (3.5-6) we have 

uT -2 I' __ 1_ I' _1/_ I' ... " . - e ... , ,_ e., . .. , + e ... . 
',))"' " I) ,J"' ". 1 - 1/ Jor ,Ijn' 1 - 1/ ,I)) 

(3.7) 

To integrate this equation we shall use the following 
relation 

(87T) - 1 r ,jjkk+o(r) =0, (3.8) 

where 0 (r) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta 
function , defined in Appendix lIB. One interesting 
way to derive this relation is by substituting (2.3) into 
(112.7). This shows that (3.8) is the isotropic equivalent 
of the defining equation for Green's function. 

The solution of our problem now follows easily 

uT(r) = f oCR) uT(r') dV' 
I I 

= - ~ f R ,jjkkuT(r') dV' 
87T I 

=-- RUT " 1 f 87T i ,j'i'k 'k ,(r) dV 

=-~fR [2et> (r') __ 'I_ el, (r') 
87T ij,j'k'k' 1 - 1/ jk ,i'j 'k ' 

+ _1/_ et>,.,.,(r')] dV' 
1 - V , I)) 

= 8~ f [2R ,jkk e:;(r') - 1 ~ 1/ R ,ijk e;:. (r') 

+ -- R ... el (r') dV' 1 - V , I)) , 

- -- _. ----------, 

property of the delta function (IIB3), the second 
equality from (3.8), the third by partial integrations, 
the fourth from (3 .7), and the fifth again by partial 
integrations. In the above partial integrations the 
surface integrals at infinity vanish. For this to happen 
the following two conditions must be satisfied: the 
boundary condition for the total displace me nt is that 
uf(r) ~ ° as r~ 00; and the condition on the pre
scribed plastic strain is that efj (r) approaches zero 
faster than r - 1 as r ~ 00. This last condition also in · 
sures that the integral (3.9) is finite. It is easily shown 
that (3.9) also follows by substituting (2.3) into (112.15), 
verifying the consistency between isotropic and aniso
tropic theory. For the case that efJ is constant within a 
bounded volume and vanishes outside this volume, 
(3.9) immediately reduces to Eshelby's result [4]. 
The total distortion is easily obtained from (3.9) 

(3T(r) = uT . (r) 
1.) J,~ 

= - ~ f [2R ' W eP(r') - _1_ R " "1 eP (r') 87T ,I jk 1 _ 1/ ,') " kl 

+ 1:1/ R ,ijkk eP( r')] dV'. (3.10) 

The equations of this section will form the basis of the 
expressions for the fields of the more specific defects 
treated in subsequent sections. 

Eshelby pointed out that the field of a defect can also 
be simulated by a fictitious distribution of body force. 
For the isotropic case it is obtained by substituting 
(2.1) into (112 .16). So the defect described by eP. is. 
simulated by the fictitious body force I) 

- jj = - 2C(eP . . + _1/_ eP) . 
1),1 1-21/ ,j 

(3.11) 

3.2. Application: The Point Defect 

It will be instructive to consider a simple application 
of the relations (3.9) and (3.11). Eshelby [5] regards the 
discrete point dilatation as the simplest elastic model 
of a point defect. In our formulation this is easily 
given by the expression 

(3.12) 

where tlV is a constant which represents the plastic 
volume change. Then we find for (3.9) 

(3.13) 1/ , ] 

(3.9) where c is the "strength" of the point defect: 

where the integrations are taken over all space. In 
the above derivation the first equality follows from the 
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From (3.ll) we find that this point defect can be 
simulated by the fictitious body force 

- Ii = - 6.VKo ,j(r) , 

where K is the bulk modulus 

K= 1 + v 2G. 
, 1 - 2v 3 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

These results agree with Eshelby, who elaborates this 
problem further. 

In view of section II3.3 the plastic distortion ~~ 
can be regarded as equivalent to a dislocation loop 
density 'Yij (113.34). Hence e.q (3.12) shows that the 
point defect can be represented by a set of three equal 
discrete prismatic loops at right angles. This then is 
an example showing that a point defect can be repre
sented by a discrete defect loop density. 

Equation (3.15) furthermore shows that the point 
defect can also be simulated by a set of three equal 
fictitious discrete double forces at right angles. 

3.3. The Incompatibility Problem 

The incompatibility tensor 7)ij is given as a prescribed 
function of space. To find the resulting elastic strain 
eij throughout the body. 

We solve this problem by exploiting the concept of 
plastic strain. If the plastic strain field eP. is given, 

IJ 
then the symmetric incompatibility tensor is defined 
by (1I4.ll) 

(3.17) 

and satisfies the continuity condition (114.13) 

7)ij ,; = o. (3.18) 

The expression (3.17) can be expanded by (II4.26) into 

(3.19) 
From this we derive the two results 

'Yl- P P 
'1 - e,ll - ek1,kl.' (3.20) 

'Yl " - so .. 'Yl - - eP - e P + eP + eP 
'1 1) Ul)'1 - .. kk .. 'k 'k 'k 'k' t), ,1) J ,I 1 ,J 

(3.21) 

The solution of our problem now follows easily: 

__ l_R .. eP +_V_R e P ]dV' 
1 ,1) kl k'l' 1 ,kk"" - v ' - V ,1) 

-e~(r) 

= - 8~ J [R 'll (7)ij - Oij 7) + e~,k'k' + ej'j') 

+ -1 1 R,ij (7) - eP1'1') + -1 v R,kk eP",] dV' - v " - V ,1 ) 

= - 8~ J [R'kk 7)ij(r') 

+ (t~ijv - Oij R 'kk ) 7](r')] dV' . (3.22) 

Here the first equality follows from (3.3), (3.10), and 
some partial integrations, the second equality from 
(3.20-21), and the third by partial integrations, (3.8), 
and cancellations. It is easily shown that (3.22) also 
follows by substituting (2.8) into (114.31), and using 
(3.18). In the latter calculation it will be noted that 
the terms in (2.8) containing r ,p and r ,q make no con
tribution to the integral. This shows that the precise 
form of (2.8) is somewhat indeterminate. 

We see that the elastic strain eij is a state quantity, 
because it is given entirely in terms of an integral over 
the incompatibility 7)ij, which represents a defect 
distribution, and is therefore itself also a state quantity. 
By a state quantity we mean a quantity that can be 
measured experimentally without any knowledge of 
former states of the body. 

4. Review of Dis location Theory 

4.1. Continuous Distribution of Dislocations 

In this section we give a formal solution to the 
following problem: The plastic distortion ~~, or the 
dislocation density ain, is given as a prescribed 
function of space. To find the resulting elastic distor
tion ~ij. 

We solve this problem basically by using the solution 
for the displacement found in section 3.1. We also 
derive expressions for the strain, dilatation, stress, 
and rotation. The dislocation density IS defined by 
(113.4) 

(4.1) 

and satisifies the continuity condition (113.6) 

ain,i = o. (4.2) 

Instead of the dislocation density it is sometimes con· 
venient to use the contortion (IS.llb) 

(4.3) 

The total distortion is defined in terms of the total 
displacement and for dislocations only consists of an 
elastic and plastic part (113.9) 
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Once the elastic distortion is found, the elastic strain 
and rotation easily follow from (113.13-14) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

To solve our problem we recall that the plastic strain 
is the symmetric part of the plastic distortion (113.2) 

(4.7) 

and therefore we find the total displacement in terms 
of the plastic distortion from (3.9) 

u;(r) =- 8~ f [R , jjkf3:~:(r') +R,jkk f3;:(r') 

- 1 ~ v R , ijkf3;~ (r') + 1 ~ v R , ijj{3"(r') ] dV'. (4.8) 

By (4.4) it is then simple to express the elastic distor· 
tion in terms of the plastic distortion , which solves the 
first part of our problem. Next , we want to find the 
expression in terms of the dislocation density: 

__ I_R . f31' +_v_ R · f3p] dV'-f3P(r) 
1 ,)kl kl;' 1 ,JIll! ," . . -v ' -v ' ') 

_ _ I_R . (c . ~ -f3P ) 
I -v ,)kl "' ,km~"' l il , k' 

+ -1 v R ,jnn (E:ilmCl'. ml- f31'1 I,)] dV' - f3/~ (r) -v l , tJ 

--11 R ,jklE:ikmCl'.ml(r') 
-v 

There is another convenient form for (4.9) , which is 
obtained by using the identities 

R,IE:ikm == R ,mE:ikl- R,iE:klm + R ,kE:ilm. (4. 11 ) 

With these we find 

+ -1 1 (R ,ijkE:/.:lm - R ,jkmE:ikl)CI'.11tl(r')] dV'. 
-v 

(4.12) 

The last term in this expression vanishes by a partial 
integration and (4.2). So we obtain finally 

+ ( f ~~ - oifi ,knn ) E:klmCl'.ml(r' )] dV' . (4. 13) 

This is the elas tic di s tortion due to the prescribed 
dislocation distribution Cl'.il/· It is a s tate quantity. 
By (4.1) we can also express it in terms of the plastic 
distortion. This then solves the originally posed 
problem. 

Next , we find the elastic s train from (4.5) and (4.13) 

eij(r) = 8~ f [ R ,knn( E: iklCl'.jl(r '»(ij) 

+ ( ~~: - O;fi ,kiln) E: klmCl'.ml(r' ) ] dV'. (4.14) 

From this we find the dilatation 

1-2v 1 f 
e(r) = - I-v 87T R ,knnE: klmCl'.11U(r' ) dV' , 

and the stress by (3 .2) 

(4.16) 

(4.9) The rotation is found from (4.6) and (4. 13) 

Here the first equality follows from (4.4) , (4.8) and 
some partial integrations, the second from (4.1), and 
the third by partial integrations , (3.8), and some 
cancellations. This result could also have been ob· 
tained more directly by substituting (2.3) into (113.17). 

Wk(r) = 8~ f [R 'lnnCl'.k l (r' )- ~R 'knnCl'.(r' ) 

+ ~ R ,jnnCl'.jk(r') ] dV' . 
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The last term in this expression vanishes by a partial 
integration and (4.2). So we have 

Wk(r) = S~ f [ R ,lnn(Xkl(r') - ~ R ,knn(X(r') ] dV' 

=-S~ f R ,lnnKldr') dV', 

where the last equality follows from (4.3). 

(4.1S) 

To summarize, in this section we have derived ex· 
plicit integral expressions for the most useful elastic 
fields (distortion, strain, dilatation, stress, and rotation) 
of a continuous distribution of dislocations in an infinite 
isotropic body. 

4,2. The Discrete Dislocation Line 

For a discrete dislocation line with Burgers vector 
bj along the curve L the plastic distortion has the 
special form (113.21) 

(4.20) 

where Oi (5) is the Dirac delta function for a surface 
5 whose boundary is L, defined in Appendix lIB. 
Therefore we find for the displacement (4.S) 

- _1_ R "kb kd5', + _1'_ R .. ,bkdSkJ 1 - I' , 1) . ) , 1 _ I' , 1)) , 
( 4.21) 

where we have used (IIB9). This expression could also 
have been obtained directly by substituting (2.3) into 
(113.30), as was done in ref. [3]. The same result was 
also obtained by Kroupa [6, 7]. 

For the discrete dislocation line the dislocation 
density is given by (113.23) 

(4.22) 

where Oi (L) is the Dirac delta function for the closed 
curve L. We therefore find for the elastic distortion 
(4.13) 

(4.23) 

( R'ijk so R ) dL' ] + 1 - I' - Vij ,knn Eklm m, (4.24) 

which agrees with ref. [3]. We find the dilatation from 
(4.15) or (4.24) 

and we find the stress from (4.16) 

U'ij(r) = ~~ £ [ R , knn(Eik1dL; )(i)} 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

which agrees with ref. [3], and has been called the 
formula of Peach and Koehler. Finally, we find the 
rotation from (4.1S) 

wk(r) = :~ fL [ R, InndL~-~ R 'knndL;]. (4.27) 

In this section we have derived explicit closed line 
integrals for the most useful elastic fields of a discrete 
dislocation line in an infinite isotropic body. Most of 
these expressions have already been given before in 
the literature and proved very valuable for specific 
calculations and applications of dislocation theory. 

5. Continuous Distribution of Defects 

As in II we shall denote the combination of disloca
tions and disclinations by the word defects. Similarly 
we shall refer to the strain and bend-twist as the 
basic fields. Further discussion of the basic total, 
elastic, and plastic fields is given in ref. [10]. 

In this section we give a formal solution to the follow
ing problem: The basic plastic fields e~ and KG ' or the 
defect densities (Xin and 8ij, are given as prescribed 
functions of space. To find the basic elastic fields 
eij and Klj. 

Again, we solve this problem basically by using the 
solution for the displacement found in section 3.1. In 
addition we also derive an expression for the stress. 
If the basic plastic fields are given then the defect 
densitie~ are defined by (114.1-2) 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

where we have used (IIBS). Similarly we find the elastic which satisfy the continuity conditions (114.3-4) 
strain from (4.14) or from (4.23) 

8ij ,i = 0 
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The conditions (5.3-4) can be combined into 

Eiklaml ,mk + 8U ,I= O. (5.5) 

The incompatibility (3.17) can also be expressed as 
(II4.12) 

1jij = - ( Ejmn ain,m + 8ij)(ij). (5.6) 

Instead of the dislocation density ain it is sometimes 
convenient to use the contortion which is still defined 
as before (I6.5b) 

(5.7) 

For the disclination density 8ij it is useful to have the 
expression 

(5.8) 

where the second equality follows from the identity 
(4.10) with a replaced by K . The basic total fields are 
defined in terms of the total displacement and consi st 
of elastic and plastic parts (II4.14-15) 

T = uT - e·· + eP eij - (j ,i) -') ij' (5.9) 

(5.10) 

where the total rotation is defined by 

(5. 11) 

For completeness we also include the expressions 
for the characteristic vectors , i.e., the total Burgers 
vector B n and the Frank vector n j (II4.5-8): 

Bn == - fA (ern - EjmnK~Xm) dL I 

= f (T (ain - Ejmn8ijX!'.) dS i , 

OJ == - J. Kf. dL I jll. ) 

= L 8 ijdS i , 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

where A. is a Burgers circuit and (T the Burgers surface 
which spans A.. 

To solve our problem we use the distortion given 
by (3.10). By some partial integrations and changes 
in dummy indices we have 

u J,/r) = - 81rr f [ R ,lnne;;,i' (r') + R,knne~j,i' (r ') 

(5.14) 

By (5.9-11) it is then simple to express the basic 
elastic fields in terms of the basic plastic fi elds, which 
solves the first part of our problem. Next, we wish to 
find the expressions in terms of the defect densities. 
First we find from (5.14) 

UJ:i (r) = 8~ f [R ,lnn{ Eijk(akl-K~) - e~J' + EijlKP} 

+ 1'::" v R,jnn{Eilm(aml - Kf,Il) - eit,l'} ] dV' 

1 v 
-1 - v R ,jklEik",aml + 1 _ v R ,jnnEilmaml 

+e~(r) 

= 8~ f [R ,lnnEijk(akl(r') - Kfk (r'» 

(~ "R) ( ') + 1 - v - Uij ,knn Eklmaml r 

+ R ,nn8 ij (r'! + U~~jv -oijR,nn) 8(r')] 

+e~(r). (5.15) 

Here the first equality follows fro m (5.1), the second 
from partial integrations , (3.8), and cancellations, the 
third from (4.10-11), (5.8), partial integrations and 
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cancellations, and the fourth from partial integrations 
and (5.5). 

From (5.15) we then find the elastic strain by (5.9) 

eij(r) = 8~ f [R ,knn(Eiklajl(r') )(ij) 

+ (lR~jv -8ijR ,nn) (J(r') ]dV', (5.16) 

This is the elastic strain due to the prescribed defect 
distributions ain and (Jij. The result could also have 
been obtained by substituting (2.3) and (2.8) into 
(114.29), using (5.4-5). In the latter calculation it will 
be noted that the terms in (2.8) containing T , q do not 
contribute to the integral. We see that eij is a state 
quantity because it is given in terms of the defect 
densities. By (5.1-2) we can also express the elastic 
strain in terms of the basic plastic fields. So (5.16) 
solves half of the originally posed problem. We note 
that when the disclination density vanishes, (Jij = 0, 
(5.16) reduces to (4.14), as expected. There is another 
way to write (5.16), by doing some partial integrations 

eij(r) = 8~ f [R ,nn(Eklmajl,k' (r') + (Jij(r' ))(ij) 

+ (~~i~ - 8ijR , nn) (Eklnaml ,k' (r') + (J(r')))] dV' , 

which agrees with (3.22) by (5.6). This then shows an 
alternative way of deriving (5.16). Next we find the 
dilatation from (5.16). 

1-2v 1 f ' e(r) =- I-v 87T [R,knnEklmaml(r) 

+ R , nn(J(r') ]dV', 

and the stress by (3.2) 

O'ij(r) = 4: f [R, knn (Eiklajl (r')) (ij) 

+-1 1 (R,ijk-8ijR,knn)Eklmaml(r') -v 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

To find the elastic bend-twist, we first find the total 
rotation from (5.11) and (5.15) 

+4 R ,jnnajk+ R , nnEijk~ij]dV' 

=- :7T f R,lnn[Klk(r') + Kf,.(r') ]dV', (5.20) 

where the second equality follows from (5.7), a partial' 
integration, and (5.3). Finally we find the elastic bend
twist 

1 f ' Klj{r) = - 87T [R,klnnKkj + R,knnK~j,d dV'-K~ (r) 

= - 8~ f [R ,klnnKkir') 

+ R ,knnEikl(Jiir')] dV' . (5.21) 

Here the first equality follows from (5.10), (5:20), and a 
partial integration, the second from (5.2), and the third 
by a partial integration, (3.8), and a cancellation. This 
is the elastic bend-twist due to prescribed defect 
distributions ain and (Jij. The same result can also be 
obtained by substituting (2.3) into (114.34), and using 
(5.3) and (5.5). We see that it is also a state quantity. 
By (5.1-2) we can also express it in terms of the basic 
plastic fields. So (5.21) and (5.16) solve the originally 
posed problem. When the disclination density vanishes, 
(Jij = 0, (5.21) reduces to the derivative of (4.18), as 
expected. 

In this section we have derived explicit integral 
expressions for the basic elastic fields and the stress of 
a· continuous distribution of defects in an infinite 
isotropic body. We have seen that when the disclina
tion density vanishes, (Jij = 0, the results reduce to 
these for dislocations in section 4.1. Due to the assump
tion of isotropy the above integrals are given in terms of 
the relative radius vector R and its derivatives. Hence 
those are straightforward integrations for any given 
distribution of defects. For example, in the next section 
we shall see how they apply to a discrete defect line. 

6. The Discrete Defect Line 

For a discrete defect line along the curve L the basic 
plastic fields reduce to the special form (115.14-15) 

e P -(3* 
In - (In)' (6.1) 

(6.2) 

where the defect loop densities are defined by 
(115.12-13) 

(3~(r) =-8l(S){bn+Ejmnnj(Xm-~)}, (6.3) 
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(6.4) The dilatation beco mes 

Here bn and OJ are the characteristic vectors, i.e., the 
dislocation Burgers vector and the Frank vec tor, 
x~, is a point thru which the axis of the disclination 
passes, and SI(S) is the Dirac delta function for a sur· 
face S whose boundary is L. The defect densities are 
given by (115.19-20) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

where Sj (L) is the Dirac delta function for the closed 
curve L. The contortion is by (5.7) and (6.5) 

Kkj(r) = 1/2SjkSi(L){b i + EO iP"f!P(Xq- xg)} 

- Sj(L){b k + EOkP"f!P(Xq-xg n. (6.7) 

The total Burgers vector is (115.17) 

(6.S) 

and the displaceme nt jump across the s urface S is 
(115.1, 115.5) 

[Un] =B" + EOjmnOjXm = b/l + Ejll11l0j (XIII - x~.). (6.9) 

W e now find the total di splaceme nt from (3.9), 
(6.1), and (6.3) 

uj(r) = 8~ J {bk+ EOkmnOm (x;, - x?J} 
s 

[ R ,jjkdS; + R ,jUSikdS; 

--1 1 R ,ijk dSj+-l v R 'ijj dS~] , 
-/I -v 

(6.10) 

where we have used (IIB9). When the disclination 
vanishes, 0 111 = 0, this equation redu'ces to (4.21). 
We find the elastic strain from (5.16) and (6.5-6). 

eij(r) = 8~t [ {bl+EOIPqOp (x~ - x~)} 

( R 'ijk R) dL' } + 1 _ v - Sij ,knn Eklm II/ 

(6.11 ) 

where we have used (IIBS). Again, for 0 111 = 0, this 
reduces to (4.24). 

1-2v 1 'f e(r) =- -1-- -S [{bl+ EOI}JqO}J(X~-x~)} 
-v 7T L 

R ,knnEOklm+ R ,IlI,Om]dS;/l, (6.12) 

and the stress becomes 

+ R ,,,n(OjdL;) W) + 1 ~ v (R ,ij - SijR ,lln)OmdL;II J 

(6.13) 

Finally we find the elasti c bend-twist from (5.21) and 
(6.6-7) 

Klj(r) = S~ £ [{bk+ EOkPqOP(X~-xg)} 

{ !?- ,klnndL; - ~ R ,jlnn dLk } - R ,k/l/lEOikIOjdLi ]. 

(6. 14) 

In this section we have derived explicit closed line 
integrals for the basic elastic fi elds and the stress of a 
di screte defect line in an infinite isotropic body. We 
have seen that when the disclination vanishes, 0 111=0 , 
the results reduce to those for a discrete dislocation line 
in section 4.2. All the above integrals are given in terms 
of radius vectors. Hence they should be straightforward 
for given geometries of the discre te defect lines. As in 
the case of dislocation lines this should make the above 
expressions useful for the practical application of 
disclinations. 

7. Summary 

We have specialized previous results derived for 
anisotropic disc1ination theory to the special case of 
isotropy. We have also derived the isotropic theory 
independently and showed that anisotropic theory 
reduces to it. 

We have given a short review of incompatible theory 
which serves as the basis of departure for all subse
quent applications to defects. We have also reviewed 
dislocation theory which forms a basis of comparison 
for defect theory. 

For a continuous distribution of defects we have 
derived the expressions for the state quantities: the 
basic elastic fi elds and the s tress. These expressions 
are given in terms of the defect densities, the disclina
tion and the dislocation density, which in turn can be 
expressed in terms of the basic plastic fields. Next, 
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we specialized these results to a discrete defect loop. 
These expressions are given in terms of the character· 
istic vectors, the total Burgers vector and the Frank 
vector, as line integrals along the defect line. We have 
shown explicitly that these results reduce to those for 
dislocation theory when the disclinations vanish. 

The results for the discrete defect line are in a useful 
form for application to special geometries. In future 
publications we shall apply them to straight lines 
[8] and loops [9]. 
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